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A Personal Narrative

It All Started With A Glass Of Milk

by Marie A. Kemenovich
CSCSB enjoys a reputation as a quiet,
non-controversial, non-activist, school. Few
students are accustomed, inclined or ex
perienced in confrontation tactics. They
must feel their way while the administration
looks down from their lofty eminences apparently untouchable. Irregularities and oddities rather than illegalities plague student
minds. They feel they have been treated unfairly, even cavalierly, yet, since no violation
of law has been discovered, redress must be
made through etdministrative means. The
people responsible, to a large extent for the
current controversy, are those who would be

charged with investigating the matter. The
students appear to have lost faith in their
ability to get a fair hearing. The Administra
tion seems to be underestimating the anger
and frustration felt by the dormitory
students. Polished answers by administrators
deftly add to the confusion they are charged
with clarifying. Some haven't done their
homework and it is apparent that few have
read the contract and fewer still understand it
in the day to day context and reality of Com
mon's eating.
The startling point to this controversy
began with student inquiries into why they
couldn't have an extra glass of milk if they

did not take one of the other items they were
entitled to. This is a condition, despite the
wording of the contract, which had gained
validity through practice.
The PawPrint ignored student complaints
primarily because institutional food is a
recurrent, frustrating and seemingly
unanswerable problem. Most complaints are
of a subjective nature, some can be cured
through the Food Committee and others re
quire Contract revision.
The PawPrint thought the contract was be
ing observed. In late October a copy of the
contract was sought in order to publish sec
tions so that the student population would be

aware of the provisions. It was thought that
when the time came for contract revisions,
the dormitory residents, operating through
the Food Committee, could identify sections
of contention and ask for adjustments.
Access to this document was denied.
This seemed odd but we were involved in
other things and the basic assumption we
had of the impossibility of experienced
negotiators allowing any major mistakes still
guided out actions.
Tim Hamre requested permission to do a
story on the Foundation Board decision to
eigree to lowered wages for student

continued on page 5

Foundation / PFM Controversy Grows
Related stories page 3

by Mark A. Kemenovich
Serrano Village residents are squaring up
for a battle with the administration over
recently revealed portions of the Food Ser
vice contract between the Foundation and
Professional Food Management (PFM).
The Foundation for the California State
College at San Bernardino is a non-profit,
self-financed, California corporation design
ed to operate within the framework of the
California State College and University,
without state funding. They provide services
that the State legally cannot provide to the
campus community.
Professional Food Management (PFM) is
the national company currently contracting
to supply the college with board operations
for the dormitory.
The Foundation is theoretically managed
by a Foundation Board of Trustees made up
on one student, faculty, administrators and
community members. Authority for day-to
day acts are delegated to the Executive
Committee which is composed of President
Pfau, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Sherba, Business Manager Leonard Farwell
and Dean of Students Kenton Monroe. They
are re^ectively. President, Vice-President,
Treasurer and Secretary.
Frustration and desperation is compound
ed by the student's stated realizations they
are fighting an "uphill" battle against en
trenched administrators with up to fifteen
years experience surviving controversies
with students.
Several Foundation practices with regard
to the Commons have created questions.
After examining the contract students
posed several questions. Why was the con

tract kept from them? Why did the Founda
tion, since it kept the contract from the
students, fail to make adequate provision for
monitoring conformance with contract
specifications? Why did the Foundation
Board have incorrect information available
when they made their decision regarding
lowering student employees wages in the
Commons? How many times do the
students pay the Resident Assistant Board
costs? Where does the money the Founda
tion collects from the Comrnon's operation
go?
These questions and others are being for
mally posed to the College and Foundation
by AS President Kathy Fortner in a letter to
be delivered to Administrators and Founda
tion Board members at the beginning of this
week.
A summary of the salient points brought to
the attention of the administration follow.

"access to information concerning
the conduct of the people*s
business is a fundamental and
necessary right of every person in
this state." Government Code
^ ^ Section
^
6250
The Foundation entered into a contract
with PFM on April 26, 1979 for the period
between Aug. 1, 1979 to July 31, 1982. In
the contract, specifications for menus are
established. The dinner specification is not
given to Dorm students since, "they (dorm
students) had unlimited seconds." The
PawPrint requested a copy of the contract on
Nov. 1 and access was denied. When the
provision of the contract dealing with dinner

was disclosed students discovered that Va of
the choices available as entree's for dinner
were never served on Saturdays or Sundays
since the quarter began.

'^choice of 3 entrees (1 of which
shall consist of grilled hamburgers
— Monday through Thursday);"
Contract Exhibit Page 3

Most Fridays had been covered by acci
dent. Mr. Fennel, as a favor to the students,
allowed the grill to remain open n'e'airty every"'
Friday. When this section of the contract was'
pointed out to Mr. Fennel, he expressed sur
prise. He thought the contract reflected pro
visions of the previous contract.
In a conversation with Dean Monroe on
Tuesday, November 13, he stated that he
had been aware of the three entree section
and was surprised that it was not being com
plied with this year. Another administrator
confirmed Mr. Fennel's belief on Friday,
November 16.
The subject of five salads also came up.
An administration source felt this grew out of
an original Common's food service contract
where the contracting company placed this
item in the specifications as a matter of com
pany routine. It has remained in the
specifications, apparently without reflection
since that time, according to the administra

"Any person may receive a copy of
any identifiable public record or
copy thereof. Upon request an ex
act copy shall be provided unless
impractical to do so."
Government Code Section 6256

Student Assistant
by Tim Hamre
Ten student assistants, angered over the
fact that their paychecks were late, discussed
the problem with Accounting Officer Donald
Sapronetti and Accountant Patricia
Quanstrom last Friday.
Student assistant paychecks were not
available this month until the 16th,' even
though payday for student assistants is
scheduled for the 15th. Payday was moved
to the 15th this year from last year's payday
of the 10th.
Students were told in September that the
reason for moving payday back to the 15th
was to ensure that paychecks would arrive
by that time. There were several times last
year when checks had not arrived in time for
payday.

Checks Late

The students who met with Sapronetti ex
pressed a desire to ensure that any problems
with getting paid on time were ^'nipped in the
bud" at the beginning of the year. They also
wanted an explanation of why the checks
were late this month.
Sapronetti explained that there was a
backlog in the State Controller's office,
where all state checks are processed. He ex
pects the backlog to clear up, however,
because the Controller's office is presently
training about 30 new employees.
Sapronetti also outlined some things he
might do to help get the checks here on time.
He said that he would send a cover letter
with the next group of time sheets urging the
Controller's office to expedite the processing
of the checks. If necessary, he said he would

tion source.
No matter what the reasoning behind the
items, these specifications are in a contract
signed by both parties after (presumably) be
ing read and okayed .

"PFM agrees to provide free nteals
for eight Resident Assistants . . .
during days of the approved
feeding caiendar."
Contreict Exhibit Page 4

Investigation reveals that the board bill
costs for the Resident Assistants appears to
be paid more than once by dormitory
students.

iSummar);

of

PFM's financial

obligations:
Meals for Head Resident and
spouse and Resident Assistants.
Contract Exhibit Page 9

Dormitory residents are charged for the cost
of boarding the RA's through their own
board costs. The cost to PFM is averaged in
to their overhead and expenses which must
be met and the contract prices a i adjusted
upward accordingly.
The Housing Office pays the Resident
Assistants from funds generated from the
room fees. They are told each year what
next years board bill will be and then the
Housing Office computes this cost into their
overhead to help construct the overall room
bill.

continued on page 3

also ask President Pfau to send a letter to
them.
If it looked like the checks were going to be
really late, Sapronetti said he would even fly
up to Sacramento to pick up the checks
himself.
Sapronetti also explained that the checks
were here early Friday morning because he
had an employee down at the Post Office at
5 a.m. waiting for them to come in.
Student assistants came away from the 45
minute meeting saying they were satisfied
with Sapronetti's explanations, and convinc
ed that steps would be taken to make sure
checks would be on time in the future.
The next student assistant payday is
scheduled for December 14th, because the
15th falls on a Saturday.
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It's A Serious Sltuation i^

OFF THE
M^l&rus

CHRYSLER XM-1
Weight: 52.8 tons
Length: 9.83 m.
Height: 2.37 m
Width: 3.65 m
Armament: 105 mm Gun, .50
Machine gun, 2-7.62 mm Machine
Guns
Engine: AVCO Lycoming AGT '500
Turbine, 1500 HP. air-cooled.
Max Speeds:
Road: 73 km/h (governed) (43.8 mph)
Gross Country: 56 km/h (33.6 mph)
Crew: 4
Main Gun Rounds: 55
A few years ago. the U.S. Govern
ment bailed Lockheed out of finan
cial trouble. Several years later the
"real" reason surfaced. Lockheed
jiyh^Miisitive and crkical satelite reconnaissance systems we de
pended upon to detect Soviet viola
tions of ttre SALT agreements.
Today, the Government is
debating "bailing" Chrysler out of
their troubles. One of the reasons
given, aside from unemployment, is
to preserve competition in the auto
industry. I think there is another,
more important reason.
Current U.S. military doctrine calls
for us to fight the next war in Europe
outnumbered. Our tanks will have to
kill at least six enemy tanks before
they are killed, for us to break even.

To do this requires extremely
sophisticated equipment that we
don't have. . .yet. The 3rd battalion
of the 67th Armor at Fort Hood,
Texas will begin accepting the new
XM-t, Abrams Main Battle Tank next
spring. Ultimately 900 are to be built
at a cost of a million apiece (as op
posed to the M48A5, Israeli modified
Patton which the California Army Na
tional Guard has costing a little less
than a quarter of a million apiece).
This new tank is purported to do
everything but walk on water and
hover.
Guess who is building it?
With the critical military problems
facing the United States in Europe
and the growing crises throughout
the world, I wouldn't be surprised to
find the real reason for the efforts to
help Chrysler is a fear that the tank
will not be built or that its production
will t>e delayed at a critical time in
our history.
Which leads us to the problem of
contracts. A company bids and
agrees to provide a service and/or a
product for a given price. The speci
fications are sent out, everything is
examined and the lowest bidder
generally gets the contract.
In the 60's. three aircraft com
panies bid on the contract that would
become the TFX. Two had high and
realistic bids. The third had a very
low bid and happened to be based in
Texas, if my memory is correct.
Guess how long it t(X)k the low bid
der which of course got the bid. to
ask for more money?
How moral is it to bid on a contract
with the hope of relief in the future
from obligations? Certain costs are
expected to go up in our inflationary
society. Materials and labor costs
are always increasing. Contractors
must account for this in their bids. If
they don't, that is their tough luck.
Is is really fair to the better manag
ed companies, with realistic bids, to
allow contracts to go to those who
can't or won't honor their agree
ments? Is It moral for a government
to condone this behaviour and effec
tively encourage it by changing the
contract after the bidding is com
pleted, or make allowance for the
company in question?
I don't think so.

Letters to the Editor
WHY ARE "OUR" PAYCHECKS LATE?
Dear Editor:

1979 The PawPrint

THE PAWPRINT
IS OPEN TO
GENERAL
SUBMISSIONS
The PawPrint is also open to the
submission of poetry, short stories,
essays, articles of general Interest,
photo essays an<J ideas for feature,
spreads. Interesting photographs
of the campus, its inmates and in
cidents are also sought.
The faculty, staff and students •
are all invited to submit works for
consideration, instructors who
come across a particularly good
piece of work in a class are en
couraged to have the student con
tact the PawPrint for possible
liubiication. Photos are needed.
forNome that Face, and letters for;
tfie Letters to the Editor and Dear [
Uncle Wally column are also,
•ou^t.
^you have something to say, we
hatte a place for you to say It In.

After working for a month and a half and waiting for the 15th to roll
around, its payday! A welcome relief to be able to finally pay off those
bills that have been stacking up and to have some pocket money. Un
fortunately, this November 15th was no payday.
For Student Assistants, who have worked over a year on campus,
know all too well what it is like to go up to the Bursars window to pick
up your check and only to be told "it's (meaning the check) not here,
come back and check tomorrow." Why does this happen? Maybe the
Administration thinks that students do not have bills that require pay
ment, or maybe that students do not need to eat. Welt, let it be known
that students indeed pay bills and really do need to eat.
During the summer, the Placement Offjce informed me of a
change in policy of when checks were going to be issued. Last year,
some may recall, checks were given out on the 10th of every month.
But due to the fact that "our" (student Assistant and workstudy)
checks could never seem to find themselves at the Bursars Office by
the lOth, and with the open complaints from angry students, the issue
day was moved back five days to the 15th. This was to allow enough
time for the checks to come in. Well, it did not work — so what will
they do now? Perhaps, move payday back another five days so that
we work for almost two months before getting paid?
Why is this allowed? Full-time staff always receive their checks on
time and if their checks do not come in, other arrangements are
made for them. Maybe the Administration should be reminded that if
it was not for the students, they would not have a job. And if you look
closely, the observer would soon discover that student assistants are
the ones who act like glue to hold this campus together. After all. you
will many times find a student assistant who has been left alone to run
the office, or called In when a staff member is ill — so why are we
treated so unfairly?! 11

Debra Marie Sass

Two weeks ago. The PawPrmt published an article I wrote about the Foun
dation giving PFM permission to pay its student employees minimum wage.
Last week, it published another one of my articles concerning different ques
tions raised over the Foundation-PFM contract. AS you can see by this issue,
those articles have started a lot of controversy.
What has really amazed me, however, is the response my articles have
generated among students (and even some non-students). In the last two.
weeks, somewhere between 40 and 50 people have approached me about my^
articles. (I never thought to keep an exact count of how many until it became
quite apparent that it was getting to be a lot.)
Except for a few people who work in the Commons, the comments I hav
gotten from students have been anti-PFM and anti-Foundation. The people
who approached me (except for some PFM employees and some ad
ministrators) have all encouraged me *o continue this investigation. Dorm
residents especially, have told me that they want PFM off of this campus If
their service does-not improve drastically.
The number of students who are taking time to circulate petitions among
the dorm residents (see page 3) amazes me. The petition organizers (I merely
wrote them) have had no trouble finding people to circulate or sign the peti
tions.
Needless to say, these events have given me much to think about and com
ment on.
In last week's editorial, while I was not very nice towards PFM, I was very
accurately reflecting the frustrations felt by an overvhelming majority of
dorm students. I think this is something that both PFM ar.d the administration
of this school had better do some serious thinking aouL
In one sense, I tend to feel sorry for PFM, While our cwn administrators
have not been all that open with us (even though they are the ones who are
supposedly looking out for our interests) the management of PFM has been
very open and willing to talk to us. This makes me wonder just who the "bad
guys" are.
"I've also thought about what some of PFM's employees have told me.
They point out that students should let them know if something if something
has run out, and they also talked of the problems of dorm students feeding
friends for free. In both cases ! think they have a point.
However, there are also things that the employees should keep in mincfSP'
Namely, that they are working in a service industry, and are being paid (admit
tedly underpaid) to serve the dorm students. This means that you are not do
ing a dorm student a favor by getting him/her something when it runs out, that
is your job. It is also your job to keep it from running out to begin with. (In the
five years I've spent in fo^ service I've seen many employees get in trouble
when they had to be told that something had run out.)
Also, from a business standpoint, the employees should not let things run
out. PFM's contract specifies that dinner items are to be served from 5 to
6:30, not from 5 to 6:10 and then 6:15 to 6:30.
PFM's problem is much bigger than that however, it has become quite ap
parent to me that they lack total credibility among the dorm residents. In
deed, it has become quite evident that an overwhelming majority of dorm
residents really want PFM off of this campus.
This means PFM has two choices. One. it can do its best to drastically in
crease the quality of its service. Failing that, their only other option is to leave
this campus.
I am not going to argue for PFM staying or leaving. That is something for
the dorm residents to decide.
Looking at the past, I see another big problem. There have been quite a few
dinners already served where the students were not given a choice between
the proper amount of entrees. The students now want some of their money
back, and I think they are entitled to a refund. (Personally though, I hope the
refund comes from the Foundation for not properly monitoring the contract,
and not letting us see the contract so that we could monitor it.)
If the 350 dorm residents are to receive justice for what they were cheated
out of, they should receive some refund.
Since the first article. I have also learned much more about the student
wage Issue.
The reasoning used by the Foundation in allowing PFM to pay minimum
wage, is that PFM would fire 12 of their 15 students if they had not. Nothing
could be farther from the truth.
. I would like to comment on sohiething Dean Monroe told me last week, he
told me that If PFM had to pay $3.28 an hour to its student employees, it woulit
have to pay $3.28 an hour to all of Its employees. When PFM figured that stu-'
dent assistant wages would cost an extra $4,000 for the year, that was based
on paying the increase to everyone.
Now, Ponder this. If PFM had to pay $3.28 an hour to all of its employees,
what reason would they have to fire students? Absolutely none! I, a simple^
student, was able to figure this out. The PFM management also figured this'
out. (Indeed, they never had any intention of firing students.) Why can't our.
high paid administrators figure this out?
While space limitation keeps me from addressing so many other issues, I
would like to make one more observation.
Dorm residents are presently discussing several courses of action. One
possible course would be to have every student take unlimited seconds at din
ner and then throwing it away in protest. Another course has dorm residents
simply refusing to make any more housing payments If any of the money is to
go to the Foundation for board. (Yes, they know that they could get evicted.)
Neither of these actions are desirable. Yet, the dorm residents are begin
ning to feel that this would be the only way to get their point across.
The administration has looked upon the present situation as students mere
ly complaining about the food again. Once more, they have misjudged ttie
students. The current situation is much deeper than that.
Our administrators have received a lot of aggravation from students lately
Whether or not that aggravation continues will depend upon their actions.

—Tim Hamre
I
«
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The Promotion, Retention and
Tenure Committees resist admission
of students to their boards. They say
students have positions on other
committees which go unfilled due to
lack of interest. Why open another
position to go unfilletd?
That is true and yet some faculty
members have wondered why a stu
dent would want to be on some of the
committees anyway. The only reason
faculty serves on some of the com
mittees is because they "have" to.
The three real reasons for faculty
resistance to student membership is
an unwillingness to atlow students

access to the personnel files, a fear
that the academic evaluations will be
confused with subjective opinions of
effectiveness from the student point
o1 view and a legitimate fear that a
student would not know enough to
make a well-considered judgment.
I don't think the Committees are
afraid that students won't fill these
positions. I think they are afraid that
students will fill the positions
because of a vested interest on the
students' part to effect quality of In
struction.
Faculty and student interpreta
tions of what is relative, and what is
not. differ and who knows which one
really has the t>etter grasp.

AS Board Condemns Foundation Actions
by Tim Hamre
The AS Board of Directors adopted three
resolutions which condemned the Founda
tion for allowing lower wages for students
employed in the Commons, called upon the
Foundation to terminate its contract with
Professional Food Management (PFM). and
pledged support for dorm students wishing
to seek restitution for food services not pro
vided, during it's meeting held last Tuesday.
November 13.
The AS Board also allocated $500 for a
lawyer consolation account
In the first of the three resolutions, the AS
Board "strongly condemns" the action of the
Foundation Board when it voted to exempt
PFM from the contract provision requiring
that students employed by PFM be paid stu
dent assistant wages. {See The PawPrint.
November 6. 1979.)
The resolution also urges the Foundation
to reinstitute the contract provision, pledges
AS support for the students employed by
PFM. and pledges AS action through other
channels if the Foundation fails to take ac
tion.
A clause in the resolution calls the Foun
dation action "a direct threat to the rights of
students on this campus."
The four voting student members present
(Debbie Smart. Lance Schweiter. Sandy
Case and Bruce Compton) voted for the
resolution while Dean of Students Kenton
Monroe, the only other voting member, ab
stained from voting (as is his usual practice).
The resolution was moved by AS President
Kathy Fortner (a non-voting member of the
AS Board) and seconded by Compton.
The second resolution, passed by a vote <-»f
2-0-3, will be reconsidered this Tuesday
(Nov. 20) at the AS Board meeting schedul
ed for 5 p.m. in the Student Union Senate
Chambers.
The resolution urges the Foundation" to
terminate its contract with PFM. and seek
new proposals to provide food service allow
ing for student review of the new proposals.
If the Foundation fails to act. it pledges AS
action through other channels.
Reasons cited for the resolution are

widespread dissatisfaction with the present
food service, non-compliance with certain
contract provisions, and lack of student
review of the four different proposals receiv
ed last spring.
The resolution, moved by Fortner and
seconded by Case, was supported by Smart
and Schweiter while Case, Compton and
Monroe abstained.
At the end of the meeting, the AS Board
voted to reconsider the resolution (3-0-2).
and then voted to postpone it until the
meeting of Nov, 20 (3-0-2),
The third resolution, passed by a vote of
3-0-2. pledges AS support for any dorm
students who might wish to seek restitution
for food service which was not received. If
enough students wish to seek restitution, the
resolution states, the AS will seek restitution
on behalf of all students who live in the
dorms.
On a vote of 4-0-1. the AS Board
allocated $500 to a lawyer consultation ac
count. This was done after PawPrint person
nel explained that their investigations are
resulting in the need to have a lot of com
plicated legal questions answered.
In other action, the AS Board adopted a
resolution affirming its support for "tuitionfree. accessible, quality, higher education in
California," The resolution commits the AS
to "join with the Cal State Student Associa
tion and the University of California Student
Lobby in presenting a united powerful force
of business, labor, education and communi
ty organizations to keep California tuitionfree."
The California Coalition for Tuition-Free
Higher Education has been joined by such
notables as: State Senate President Pro
Tempore James R. Mills, State Assembly
Minority Leader Carol Hallett, State
Assembly Majority Floor Leader Howard L.
Berman. Asserhblymen John Vasconcelbs
and Lawrence Kapiloff, State Senators
Nicholas C. Petris. Barry Keene and Diane
E. Watson, Secretary of State March Fong
Eu. State Contoller Kenneth Cory.
Sacramento Mayor Phillip Isenberg. Tom
Hayden. and John F. Henning. Executive

Secretary-Treasurer of the California Labor
Federation AFL-CIO.
Board members were also presented witH
an executive order from Fortner appointing
Howard Sulkin as Legislative Coordinator.
A request to establish a stipend for the
Review Board Chair was denied on a vote of
4-0-1.
$200 was allocated for the Health Center
Open House scheduled for Tuesday. Nov.
27.
Meg Greene was appointed and approved
as Secretary to the AS Board of Directors,
An allocation request of $1,635 from The
PawPrint for darkroom and photo equip
ment was sent to the Appropriations Com
mittee.

A resolution on social responsibility was
postponed until the second week of winter
quarter.
Other items agendized for the next
meeting, scheduled for 5 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 20 in the Student Union Senate
Chambers, includes $1,750 requested by
the International Club for a fund raising
T-shirt sale (funds raised would go towards
Cambodian relief efforts), approval of the
appointment of Mark Cantrell as the Natural
Sciences representative to the AS Board,
adoption of goals for 1979-80, and an
allocation request for activities student assis
tant and activities custodian. and a decision
regarding times and location of Friday night
movies.

Petitions Circulating Among
Dorm Students
by Tim Hamre
Two pefltfons are drculatlng among dorm
residents concerning the Foundation-PFM
situation as The PouiPrinf goes to press. One
petition urges the AS Board of Directors to
pass a resolution calling for the termination
of PFM's contract, and the other petition re
quests the Associated Students to seek
restitution on behalf of the dorm residents for
food services which were not received.
The two petitions started circulating Thurs
day night, and by Friday evening backers of
the petitions estimated that 75 to 1(X)
signatures had already been collected. Ac
cording to the backers, only about half a
dozen of the students contacted by then
have refused to sign the petitions.
Of the 351 students currently living in the
dorms, the petition backers expect well over
200 of them to sign the petitions. They have
set a goal of collecting 300 signatures by
Tuesday. Nov. 20, when both'petitions .will ...
be presented to the AS Board of Directors.
The first petition calls on the AS Board to
adopt a resolution which they will be con
sidering at their meeting scheduled for 5
p.m. on Nov. 20 in the Student Union. That
resolution urges the Foundation to terminate

tis contract with Protessional Food Manage
ment (PFM), asks the Foundation to seek
new proposals to provide food service allow
ing for student review of the new proposals,
and pledges the AS to seek solutions
through other channels if the Foundation
fails to act.
Reasons cited for the resolution are
widespread dissatisfaction among dorm
residents with the present food service, non
compliance with some provisions of the con
tract and lack of student review of the four
proposals which were received last, spring.
The second petition requests the Associat
ed Students to seek restitution on behalf of
the dorm residents for meals served in the
Commons where dorm residents did not re
ceive the proper amount of choices in en
trees and other items. It relates to the con
tract provision of three entrees at" all dinner
meds, and the allegation drat PFM has not
provided^ three entrees at niost weekend
meals served this quarter.
Last week, the AS Board of Directors
passed a resolution pled^ng AS to seek

restitution on behaK of the dcmn residents if
enough residents requested AS to do so.

Contract Controversy Grows
from page 1
Next, the Housing Office pays the Resident
Assistants a salary check. The RA contract
specifies that they must sign this check and
their W-2 forms for tax purposes must list all
money earned as wages. Once the check is
issued to the Resident Assistants, it leaves
the Housing Office account as an expen
diture and becomes the property of the RA.
The RA's then pay their own board bills.
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PFM provides free board for the eight
RA's. Assistant Director and spouse. The
RA's pay for the meals through their salary
checks while the latter two eat without a
financial transaction.
Each March, the Foundation decides how
many students will be expected to live in the
dormitories the following year. This estimate
normally runs lower than the actual number.
Taking this estimate, the Foundation looks at
the list of board rates based upon occupancy
and contained within the Foundation/PFM
contract. The Housing Office is then notified
of the rate to be charged so they take into ac
count the board fee for Resident Assistants.
It is then included in the Housing Budget us
ed to compute the room fees charged to
dorm students.
Since the number agreed upon by the
Foundation and PFM is part of a sliding
scale, the more dorm students that live in the
dorms increases the income for the Founda
tion at the same time as the daily rate for in
dividual students charged "py PFM decreases.
In simple terms, if the dorm population was

through the Financial Aid Office from a
federally financed program and employers
are only required to pay 20 percent of the
wage)
Even though the confusing variety of
hours available to work study students, on
the basis of their grants, would fit in well with
the erratic schedules demanded by a food
service operation of the Common's nature.
PFM felt, from past experience, that pro
blems involving scheduling, resultant service
problems and dependability far outweighed
the financial considerations. PFM prefers to
avoid the potential for problems affecting
" their service and accepts the necessity of
paying five times more to students who
definitely want to work.
The PawPrint understands PFM asked the
"PFM shall employ a minimum of
Foundation for a decision regarding the
three sfudertis. Wages will be
wage question. PFM, as a business, did not
equal to similar student jobs on
want to pay any more than it had to.
However they informed The PawPrint they
campus."
were willing to do so due to their contract
Contract Exhibit Page 5
obligation, the absolute necessity of having
students in a food service of this nature and
the fact that they were finally making some
The contract states PFM must hire three
students and pay the prevailing student
money from this contract.
wage. An Administration source indicated
They would take into account what the ac
last week, that the number of students and
tual cost to them would be (they have never
the section it§elf was thought to have
computed it themselves — merely identified
originated in order to include the possibility
for the Foundation how many hours per
of the contractor hiring work study assistants.
week were involved), how much had been
PFM indicated a general unwillingness to
allocated to wages and their current profits,
hire work study students despite the fact they
to be able to decide if they could meet the
would only have to pay 1/5 of the salary.
costs without some form of personnel action.
(Work-.study students are actually paid
The most drastic action would have been a

set at 300 and the actual population existed
at 350 then the net collections of the Foun
dation Board over the actual cost of board
paid to PFM is about $4400. This is suppos
ed to be used in the event the population
falls below estimates and seems to be col
lected and kept over from year to year.
On Oct. 25. the Foundation Board met
and decided to allow PFM to pay less than
student assistant wages for their student
employees. Board members contacted in
dicated they were informed PFM would ter
minate twelve of the fifteen students and hire
non-students if they were forced to pay an
unexpected wage increase.

reduction in force or work hours and not a
replacement of .tudents. PFM felt hcynor
bound to increase the wages of its ncn
student employees Jn- accordance with
paragraph 9 of the] contract in the event of a
pay raise for students'.-in which case replace
ment of students by non-students would
make no difference.
^ An administrator stated that PFM would
fire twelve students and that the issue at
hand Was the simple fact of saving student
jobs. When challenged by local manage
ment's statement that the Common's could
not operate without students, the ad
ministrator responded that local manage
ment might not want to. but that "the district
manager would."
The district manager denied this, stating
tha it would be unthinkable for his company
to fire students under the circumstances. He
further added that he had only taken over
the District Manager's position this fall and
knew nothing about contract negotiations.
He was not even certain he had spoken to
school officials about this matter. If he did.
he further indicated regretting that both his
and the company's position was so
misunderstood.
j

continued on page 5

"Public records are open to inspec
tion at all times during the office
hours of the state or local agency
and every citizen has a right to in
spect any public records except aa
hereafter provided."
Government Code Section 6253

The Continuing Saga Of Tumbleweed Tech
Chapt^ V
It was a calm day in Tumbleweed Tech. As usual, everyone was going about their busing
and paying little attention to what was going on dsewhere in the worid.
Much was happening, however, in a land far to the east. A land where d^ere was more
sand than there are descendants of Abraham.
Some of the peasants there, who re^de in the province of Opec Tech, had a vision from
their gods. This vi^on commanded them to take hostage many compatriots of the people of
Tumbleweed Tech.
These Opec Tech peasants, it seems, wanted the return of their devil god, who had taken
refuge in the Land of the Big Apple in the United Lands of the great continent of the western
hemisphere.
Needless to say, the inhabitants of the United Lands were outraged at the prospect of their
compatriots being held hostage. Of course, they refused to surrender the devil god, since
they wished to worship his wealth.
And-much was happening throughout the United Lands, except in the province of
Tumbleweed Tech.
In the City of the Politicians (sometimes known as the City of Statesmen, but not recently,)
the leader of the United Lands, the Prophet Jimmy of the Church of the Bomagain Paenut,
saw his chance to regain the popularity of the masses (if he could only act like a leader).
The Prophet Jimmy decreed that the United Lands shall import no more of the black slime
that is found under the sands of that particular land. He also ordered that the peasants of
Opec Tech shall receive no more donations of peanuts from his church.
At Turrtbleweed Tech, however, the peasants were concerned of other things. For it was
time to hold the weekly ceremony to appease the god of the golden disc in order to ensure
that he would not change the beat, or show any other signs of creativity for that matter.
The peasant who rriade the music play. Sir Howie of the New Custom, had disdain for a
god with no creativity, and he managed to sneak in an occasional rockingroll song. Because
of this, members of the Temple for Union Worship Committee feared that the god needed
more appeasement, and therefore asked Sir Howie to play the golden discs past the schedul
ed ending time, "Are you crazy?" replied Sir Howie, "I know I'll be if I hear another golden
disc."
I,
So the god of the golden disc went unappeased, and it was rumored that he was losing his
popularity.
Up in the City of Sacraments much was also happening. The Prophet Jerry of the Church
of the Holy Beansprout, who lusted in his heart after the job of the Prophet Jimmy, was quick
to make a mountain out of a molehill. To show solidarity (a word he picked up from his
radical days) with the Prophet Jimmy, he decreed that in the Land of Vision there would be
odd/even camel feeding. On odd days, only those camels with an odd number of humps
could buy feed, while on even days, feed could only be brought for those camels with an
even number of humps.

DEAR

UNCLE

WALLY
Dear Uncle Wally

1 am invoJ^v.ed, vyith tw.o girls wiho are
roommates. Both are very nice but I can't
decide which one I like best. Do you have a
surefire test 1 can use to decide?

WJty^di^n't the student assistan,|^.i^ej^s
come in on time? I heard that the date "was
changed from the tenth to the fifteenth so we
would always have them by the day promis
ed.

Dear On the Fence
There is no surefire test. Liking one or the
other doesn't mean anything until you find
which one likes you best. Until the time your
liking is reciprocated, you merely have an in
fatuation. When it is given back to you in the
same way and to the same degree, then you
have the beginnings of a relationship. So the
only test, is to keep an open mind and chose
the one you have a potential for creating a
relationship with. Liking someone and not
being liked back to the same extent can be
very painful. In the meantime, treat them
both equally and be open and friendly to
both until you have the decision thrust upon
you, "Be willing to happen to someone and
someone will happen to you." Don't panic.
See what happens. You'll know .the answer
when it hits you in the face as it always does.

Uncle Wally

Upset
Dear Upset
The payrolls are submitted on the 23rd of
each month. Then the checks are supposed
to be issued on the 15th- The change to the
fifteenth came about when last year's checks
were always a couple of days late (or seemed
to be). This year, the administration decided
to change the official date of delivery feeling
that the checks would arrive on time. 1 am
not sure the question is why the date was
changed but rather why it lakes seventeen to
twenty days to get a salary check back for a
student? The reason for this last delay was
given as problems in Sacramento.

Uncle Wally
HAPPY BIRTHDAY EVELYN!
WATCH OUT!!

Back at Tumbleweed Tech, the wisened elders were busy conferring with the lost peasants.
The lost peasants (who, if you remember were lost one night in the dark) complained that
they were still in the dark about everything. "But," said a wisened elder, "we've told you as
much as we tell the Builders of Foundation." "1 know," replied one of the lost peasants, "but
we want to be told something useful."
And throughout the Land of Vision the peasants held mass protests against the peasants of
Opec Tech. For much anger against the Opec Tech peasants had spread throughout the
United Lands like wildfire.
In the province of the Fresh Knows 1500 peasants attended an anti-Opec Tech
demonstration. 500 peasants raised their voices in protest in the province of the Chicks. The
Viceroys for Peasant Affairs even cancelled a meeting so they might stay in their own pro
vinces and keep a closer watch on the peasants.
In the province of Tumbleweed Tech, the only peasants who were demonstrating were the
ones who worked for the Land of Vision but did not get paid on time for doing so. "We may
get paid more coppers than those who work for the Perfectly Fouled-up Mess." muttered a
peasant, "but at least they get paid on time."
Wanting to know why they did not get paid on time, a group of peasants assembled out
side the office of the Counter of the Coppers. The Counter of the Coppers knowing that the
peasants deserved an explanation, told his tale of woe.
"1 will write a personal letter to the Controller of The Coppers," the Counter of the Coppers
said, "for the delay is in his office up in the City of Sacraments. If necessary." he went on, "I'll
send a special camel train for the coppers, provided, of course, that the Prophet Jerry willjet
us feed our camels on that day.
The peasants came away from the meeting happy, for they had found at least one wisened
elder who would listen to them, instead of the mythical lost peasants who were always kept in
the dark.

Dear Uncle Wally

On the Fence

In the Land of Snow, the Prophet Teddy of the Church of the Martyrs, who also lusted
after the Prophet Jimmy's job, sat and pontificated. He said very little, for as a frontrunner,
he had to be very careful not to catch the dreaded foot-in-mouth disease.
And at Tumbleweed Tech it was business as usual. The peasants were holding their
quarterly uprising while the wisened elders paid them no heed. For the wisened elders were
busy seeking the advise of that mythical group of lost peasants that no one seemed to know.
The Prophet Ronnie of the Church of the B-Westerns, who also lusted after the job of the
Prophet Jimmy, talked of bombing Opec Tech back into the stone age. A peasant, who
heard that same phrase many years ago, commented that the Prophet Ronnie seemed slight
ly to the right of Louis XIV. "About where you would find Genghis Khan." the peasant said.
(The Prophet Ronnie, of course, might just have given the same speech he gave many years
ago, for it was hard to tell the difference with senility setting in.)
Down in the Land of the Tootalltexan, the Prophet Johnny of the Church of the Big Oil,
who also lusted after the Prophet Jimmy's job, was too busy raising more coppers for his warchest and trying to look like a statesman to say anything.
The eight other prophets of the White Elephant Party, who also lusted after the Prophet
Jimmy's job, were busy trying to figure out what It was they were lusting after. (No one was
listening to them anyway.)

^ncle Wally

Now, throughout the United Lands, there were many exchange peasants from Opec Tech.
And the anger of the people turned against these exchange peasants.
From the Land of Snow, from the Land of Industry, from the Land of Farms, from the
Land of Mountains, from the Land of Deserts, from the Land of-Oil, from the Land of Cot
ton, and, yes. even from the Land of Vision came reports of many attacks against the ex
change peasants.
In the Land of Vision, the monthly meeting of the leaders of the peasant associations took
place as scheduled. Instead of the usual business, however, all the peasant leaders talked of
the problems caused by the Opec Tech exchange peasants in their respective provinces.
Lady Kathner of PSD, the leader of the peasants of Tumbleweed Tech, had little to say
however. For in her province, no one got angry at the exchange peasants.
And the Prophet Jimmy sent his agents throughout the United Lands to check up on the
exchange peasants from Opec Tech. For many of them no longer had the proper pieces of
parchment that allowed them to stay. His agents also wanted to make sure that there would
be no more outbreaks of violence.
And one of the Prophet Jimmy's agents came to the province of Tumbleweed Tech. And
he was amazed that he did not find one peasant carrying a poster of protest.
Baffled by this, he went to the office of the Tumbleweed Tracks, the oracle of the com
munity, to see if there had been any outbreaks of violence before he came.
"Oh no." replied a scribe, "no one here has gotten angry at any of the exchange peasants."
"But are you not angry." the agent replied, "at what the other peasants of Opec Tech have
done?"
Yes. replied the scribe, "but the exchange peasants here have nothing to do with it! They
are going about their business just like the rest of us poor peasants.
"Besides." emphasized another scribe, "we like them."

— Tim Hamre

MEMO OF THE WEEK

FRANKLY SPEAKING ...by phi!frank

November 17. 1979

ABOUT Ut/NPRY
FACILITIES AND f^ROKlMirr TO
CLASSES - tVHICH DORM HAS THE
LOWEST BIRTH RATE ?"
f COCLEGE MEDIA SERVTCES-BOX 9411-BERKELEY CA 94709

FRANKLY SPEAKING... .by phi!frank
November 17, 1979

FROM: Combined Walrus Concerns
TO: All Peasants

FROM: Combined Walrus Concerns

SUBJ: Hunting Licenses

rO: All Peasants

Open season will commence for Rugrats
beginning with this week's natal anniversary
which marks the completion of 1.8 decades
of existence.
Licenses may be obtained at the corporate
offices by application and with payment of a
small fee.
A license confers no guarantee of limit,
merely the permission to commence hunting
operations.
ys/
' Sir Wallace of the Unchecked Tongue

SUBJ: RUGRAT
It is hereby ordained, that permission is
given to all peasants, in consideration of the
1.8 decade, anniversary completion, to ac
cord the mark of coming of age to Rugrat by
herafter conferring the title and mandating
the appellative change from Rugrat to Rumprat.
/s/
Sir Wallace of the Unchecked Tongue

'EXCUSE ME - Btrr DOES

THAT iNFDRA\A-nON COMB FSOM AH
IMPEAi!HABLE SOURCE?'

£ COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES-BO* 9411-BERKELEY CA 9470f
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Contract Controversy Grows
from page 3
Non-student employees of the Commons
currently make up from four sevenths to
three quarters of ihe wages that would be affectec' by a student pay increase.
Wage costs to account for the increase In
pay for all employees would have been
about 13.1 percent up to January 1st and
6.2 percent until the end of the school year.
Total dollar figures range from $3300 to
$3800 for the wage increase. If a change
were made now and took effect on January
first, the total would be about $1800 for the
remainder of the year. The minimum wage
currently being paid will increase from $2 .90
to $3.10 in January which accounts for the
difference in percentage rates.

"wages, hours of work, fringe
benefits and general conditions of
employment . . . musf be
established and maintained in a
manner consistent with the
employee relations, policies, prac
tices and conditions established by
the College with respect to other
campus employees. **
Contract Paragraph 4. item 7
"The other section dealing with change is
Paragraph 4. Item 7 which appears to be
limited to non-student employees through
the use of the catch-phrase "campus
employees" which the Personnel Office
opined as generatly being used to differen

from page 1
employees of the Commons. At first I refus
ed. Later, realizing that I didn't know
anything about student government, the administraation or the Foundation and that
1'im was hired primarily because of his ex
perience, I changed my mind.
Tim tried to obtain information once more
and was refused access. To support him I
wrote a letter to the Business Manager
outlining our requests. Mr. Farwell promptly
agreed to speak with me. During the inter
view he stated regret that 1 could not have
copies of the documents or see the actual
proposals returned by the companies but we
could read the majority of items requested.
We talked briefly about the problem and
since I knew nothing of the matter and was
only acting in support of Tim, I informed him
that Tim would be in' to look over the
materials.
After Tim's session, we discovered the
"missing entree." Before we could do
anything more we were into the weekend of
Nov. 9, 10 and 11.
In the course of researching some infor
mation for an article on veterans. I ran across
references to the Public Records Act and In
formation Practices Act of 1977 of the State
of California. 1 began to do a "slow burn"
when it became apparent that we had long
been denied access to information we prob
ably should have received promptly.

tiate the non-student employees from the
student employees.
This section was brought to the attention
of the Associated Students Board of Direc
tors meeting on November 13 and Dean
Monroe could not recall the section. AS
Vice-President Bruce Jeter was asked if this
section was used as a rationale for obtaining
permission of the board to modify the con
tract specifications to pay students the stu
dent campus wage. Mr. Jeter stated that the
section was never discussed.
The discussion at the Foundation Board
Meeting of October 25 centered around the
later direct referette to studertts on page 5 of
the contract exhibit.
The only provision discovered in the con
tract for modifying the contract itself is Sec
tion 7.
"It Is understood and agreed that in the
event there is a change in policies or pro
cedures of the Foundation, this agreement
may be amended by mutual written
consent."

The Foundation netted, after all expenses,
$12,396.00 from the Commons Operations
last year. PFM lost about $6700.00. Part of
this loss was due to the increase in contribu
tion to-the company's overhead and the ex
penditure of $15,000 to make up inventory
and equipment deficiencies from previous
years.

"PFM shall return to the Founda
tion monthly ten percent (10%) of
the gross income derived fi'om all
cash sales. '*
Contract Exhibit Page 7

The Foundation receives ten percent of
the gross cash sales. Last year, the Founda
tion lost revenue from this item due to a drop
in cash sales from about $50,000 to $41.(K1

This was commented upon in the Treasurer's
report.
.

"Cash 9^m fwr the yees fell by •
about $9000. a treiKl. 8iaf la
typical of the indualiy irhere Infla
tion is forcing more and more
employees to bring a "brown bag"
to lunch. Also, longer lines
because of more dorm students
may have contributed to the
decline in cash sales. A small st»
dent population also contrlbwtpO
and the opening of the Pub may
have had some impact. Continu
ing efforts will be made to explore
the cause of this problem in order
to seek solutions."

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

Net Income from Food Service for
year ending June, 1979:
$12,396.00
Foundation Audit Report Exhibit D.

Lights
Bright, flasliing. shining lights.
Reflecting tnany happy faces
Everyone dancing, having fun.
I hope I cJin

On Monday, November 12. J spoke at
length with Dean Stansell regarding the
frustrations of trying to obtain some informa
tion. He expressed surprise that we still
didn't have a copy of the contract and made
arrangements with the Housing Office for a
copy to be loaned for copying.
I spent a disbelieving evening reading and
rereading the contract. On Tuesday 1 briefed
AS President Fortner on my discoveries and
made my self available for the AS Board of
Directors meeting that even.ng in the event
questions arose regarding the contract.
In the next three days, administrators
made statements, comments and observa
tions which 1 have researched. I was very
disappointed when 1 discovered how much 1
(and they) had been mislead. PFM's local
and district management has been very
cooperative and helpful in our efforts to
understand and report accurately our find
ings. They have always been remarkably free
with information and this week was no ex
ception .
On the average of every six hours since
Tuesday night until the writing of this article
on Sunday, something new has been
discovered.
The PawPrint, despite our best efforts to
avoid the subject of food, got caught up in
the investigation and it took us away with it.
And as someone said last week. "It all'
started over a glass of milk."

Dorm StudontsI
The Commona wilt be open during Finaia Week bet
ween 9-10 p,m. for free coffee and doughnuta.
Courtesy of PFM.

Van Pools Now Forming
for the Cal State community
from Redlands, Yucaipa, Calimesa and Riverside areas
Brad Thompson, Van Pool Coordinator

383-4655

Twirling, colored, brilliant lights.
Keeping time with harmonious turn s;
Before me. an angelic smile.
Reflects the lighl
Soft. dim. mellow lights.
Painting a-glow on her face
1 hold her close tf> me. yet
She's far away.

Background reflections of many lights.
As we talk of trivial things
Searching for complacency:
What's left to say?
Twinkling, strobing, dazzling lights.
Reflecting from an empty chair;
Relating wasn't in her plans.
And she is gone.

My First Love
Sitting here on my soft blue couch.
1 remember my first love.
I was sure that 1 had found rnv heart
That had been hiding inside her glove.
She slowly took her glove off
And laid it in my lap
She smoothly took off my cap.

The tingling in my hands
Made me mumble "I love you.'
And she broke off in a laughter
Making my white face turn blue.

Dejected, 1 slowly walked awaySure that I lost my heaven.
What a shame to break my heart
at the tender age of seven

Dennis Mendonca

Bright, flashing, shining lights.
^ Reflecting many happy faces;
Very many young faces. Oh God.
(|^ I'm getting old.

T.H.

Your kiss is like fire
lighting my soul
Igniting my desire
my fingers reach out
on their own
Touching your skin
1 know it like a map
Your tongue is like a torch
burning my mouth, my
breasts, my deepest curves
Your fingers like feathers
trace the lines of my body
Like electricity bringing
;
my emotions to the surface
Your rigidity inspires
me to climb the highest
mountain
Collapsing in exaltation
as an earthquake brings
the mountain down.

The Phantom Pornographer

Ttiatbug,
half as big as the nail of my little
finger
bit me imploringly
on Ihe arm
as it he had something to tell me.
I took him between
the folds of a tissue square
and dropped him over the rail,
where
I hope he finds his own people again.
He may be as big as I am
in his own territory

— Jaye J

An Essay
I went to the marcket with a brand new
penny I bought a tarantula and I still have my
penny. I went to the marcket with a brand
new penny I thought giant and I still have my
penny 1 went to Jlie marcket with a brand
new penny I bought a gorilla and I still have
my penny I went to die marcket with a brand
new penny and I bought miss norman and
now I don't have a penny.

Six year old child

All photos appear courtesy of (JSC Galleries.

ART

KeaWty Of
by Jana Ondrechen
Reality of Illusion, an exhibit of illusionistic
works by 83 contemporary artists runs
through November 25 at the USC University
Galleries.
The show was coordinated over a two
year period by Donald J. Brewer. Director of
the USC Art Galleries, with the assistance of
Diane Vanderlip. Curator of Modem Art at
the Denver Art Museum.
The exhibit premiered at the Denver Art
Museum this summer, After showing at
USC. it will travel to the Honolulu Academy
of Art. the Oakland Museum, the University
of Texas at Austin and Cornell University.
The National Endowment for the Arts sup
plied two grants for the show.
Reality of Illusion can be seen as a sequel
to an earlier exhibit assembled by Brewer at
USC in 1973. entitled Reality and Decep
tion. which covered illusionistic and triomphe I'oeil ('fool the eye') painting from the
late 15th century up through the 19th cen
tury.
In contrast to this earlier show of illu-sionistic paintings, gleaned from several cen
turies that may now be viewed with hindsight
and detachment. Reality of Illusion presents
visually deceptive works of art in many
media, all created in our present moment in
time. According to Brewer. "The majority of
the works in the show were done in 1978."
The exhibit fulfills Brewer's intention to
show "a broad survey of illusionistic art to
day" by presenting a myriad of techniques,
styles and i^^.ci^ently us^
create art that either tricks the eye by
simulating reality, or. as with abstract works,
establishes an illusion of special depth or
projection.

Illusion At

Some notable selections include:
Hanging Canvas and Leather Bag, a
ceramic piece typical of the work of Marilyn
Levine who is known for her clay copies of
old leather bags and suitcase Chemistturned ceramicist Levine has aeveloped
glazes to resemble aging leather, fabrics, and
even dust.
Jill Hoffman's Information Wall, a 72"
by 92" latex rubber mold taken from slabs of
old lumber. The work looks like old lumber
and conveys a solidity, yet is actually quite
elastic and as thin as a piece of cloth. A
single light touch from a curious viewer caus
ed the entire piece to ripple eerily.

Water Drops No LI, an oil painting by
Tschang-Yeul Kim. in which drops of water
appear to bead on the surface of a canvas.
Self'Portrait With Model by Duane
Hansen, whose life-size, three dimensional
"pec^jle" are the most psychologically unset
tling illusions, so convincingly rendered the
mind wants to "read" these figures not as
polychromed polyvinyl acetate sculptures,
but as real people.
Hansen uses this medium to portray
overweight Middle-Americans, blue-collar
workers, junkies and drifters, (i.e..
unglamorous people, but not the kind Nor
man Rockwell brought us)
S«lf Pwtralt With Model shows the arfllrar a typical 'greasy spOon' restaurant
table, sitting across from a heavy, late
middle-aged woman who sits with a serving
of ice-cream, perusing diet articles in popular
magazines. Skin texture and coloring, mus

(JSC
cle and fat. facial features and expression are
captures with unprecedented mastery.
Hansen's "people" have none of the
woodness of wax figures or mannequins —
they look as though they will blink their eyes
or shift position at any instant. The illusion is
so stunning the viewer hesitates to move too
close and "invade the space" of the figures.
A nearly flat wall-hanging sculpture by
John Okulick appears fromacross a room to
be fully three-dimensional

Reality of illusion also includes many
paintings that appear to be collages. With il
lusions of playing cards, household objects,
etc.. these works are the closest to the tradi
tional. pre-twentieth century tromphe I'oeil
still lives. Others are purely abstract, such as
Tony Kings acrylic on canvas painting
"Aesop 2". which uses both hard-edged line
and color to create the illusion of points pro
jecting out into three-dimensional space. Still
other works employ mirrors for special ef
fects.
Hours for the USC galleries, located at
823 Exposition Blvd. on the USC campus.
Los Angeles, are noon to 5 p.m.. Tues.
through Sun., and 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Wed.
Admission for Reality of Illusion is 50
cents for students with identification (CSCSB
i.d. cards are honored) and one dollar for
non-students.

¥
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"AESOP 2" (acrjAc on canvas) by Tcmy King

Reality Of Illusion
Current approaches to visually deceptive
art are explored in Reality Of Illusion, a ma
jor art exhibit at USC.
"Artists have always been intrigued, ever
since classical times in Greece, with the idea
of producing convincing facsimiles of the
visible appearance of things.
"Although much of the public has insisted
that art should represent things as they arc in
^zrture. artists of the past 20 years have not
"This exhibition is an exploration o' a re
cent revival in contemporary art of 'visual fic
tion.' "

Don Brewer.
Curator of Illusion of Reality
Water Drops No LI. by Tschahg-Yeul Kim.

Leather
.evine.
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Bag.
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Self-Portratt Wltfi Model (polychromed
polyvinyl acetate) by Duane Hansen (lifesized)
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85 Attend Rape
by Tim Hamre
About 85 students, staff and members of
the community attended the Rape
Awareness Program held last Wednesday
evening in the Student Union.
Those attending heard speakers on the
topics of protection awareness, law enforce
ment response to rape, community services.

Awareness Program

legislation relating to rape, and insight into
and programs for the treatment of sex of
fenders.
Sgt. Paul Curry of the San Bernardino
Sheriffs Office talked of how people can
protect themselves against rape by being
aware of their surroundings and taking cer
tain common sense precautions. This in-

Get Involved!
Here is your chance to gain a working knowledge of campus government and to contribute
ideas and feelings on policies which affect you.
The»Faculty Senate Committee on Student Affairs is currently accepting applications for
Student Representatives. Applications are available in the offices of the Associated Students
(AS), the Facult^^enate in i:^om AD169. and in the Departments of the College. Applica
tion forms should be completed and returned to the Student Affairs Committee no later than
November 30th. 1979. ,
Standing Committees which are in need of Student Representatives are;
1.) Admissions and Academic Standards (must be at least a Junior)
2.) Center for General Education
3.) Graduate Education (must be a Grad Student)
4.) Improvement and Innovation in Education
5.) Student Affairs
6.) Writing Committee
Help reverse the apathetic tendency which is slowly destroying our freedom. Take an in
terest, get involved.

Overseas Study Program
All students interested in studying overseas through the CSUC International Programs arc
invited to a slide show presentation and meeting with Larry Pitman. from the Chancellor's of
fice of International Programs, on Wednesday, November 28, at 10 a.m. in LC 241.
Through International Programs. CSCSB students can study for credit in Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, Israel, Japan. Mexico. New Zealand, Peru. Republic of China
(Taiwan). Spain. Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
The program is open to juniors seniors and graduate students with a 2.75 (3.0 for United
Kingdom, Peru and Israel) cumulative grade point average and for the programs in France,
Germany, Mexico. Peru, and Spain, at least two years of college-level language study or the
equivalent is required.
Applications for the 1989-81 academic year are now being accepted. The deadline for the
United Kingdom is December 15, 1979, and for other countries February 9, 1980.
For more information and appitoaHeiwseelP ad^^sor Lornrin€'Warsh^L^-8ftf ''T''Tb"l-l^p.m.; Profesor Rydell LC 201; or. Professor Rowland SS154 can also be contacted for more
information.

Adult College Opportunity Program
Some of them have been out of college for 25 years; others have been going intermittently
for 25 years. And a few are starting from scratch.
These are the first students in the Adult College Opportunity Program.
Because of the unprecedented interest in the fall quarter, when the program was launched.
Dr. Loralee MacPike, the director, is planning both morning and evening groups for the
winter quarter starting Jan. 2
"Basically, the program is for any one who has thought about going back to college but has
hesitated because he or she feels afraid of school, afraid of failure, afraid of competition,
afraid of "the big time,' " explained Dr. MacPike.
To overcome these apprehensions. Dr. MacPike has designed a program of core courses
supported by individual and group counseling. The support and friendship of the peer group
is important too, she finds.
"Some of these men and women — who range in age from 17 to nearly 60 — don t know
any one on campus. They don't live in the dorms and they don't have buddies from high
school to study or talk with. The program makes them part of an instant community."
The first group of students are excited about returning to college and are doing well in their
classes. "As far as the group goes. I'd rate them an A." she added.
Eor the winter quarter, the daytime program includes three classes: American Civilization
(Social Studies 146) at 8 a.m.. Intensive English (English 100) at 10 a.m.; and Argument
and Evidence (Philosophy 105) at 11 a.m. The informal study group meeting will be at 9
a m. These classes meet daily, except Friday.
To accommodate working men and women, the evening component consists of three
courses meeting Mondays and Wednesdays. Participants will have a choice of the social
studies class or the philosophy class from 4 to 6 p.m. The English course follows from 6 to 8
p.m. The study groiip meeting is set from 8 to 9 p.m.
A student in the Adult College Program may enroll in as many of the three courses as his or
her schedule and energies permit. The winter term fees are $53 for one course or,$66 for two
or more, plus parking and books. Financial aid is available.
Dr. MacPike is willing to help entering students complete the process of applying for admis
sion to the college. However, it will be necessary for interested individuals to contact her
before the end of November so that paperwork can be started before she leaves for the
Christmas recess in early December.
Dr. MacPike may be reached through her office. 887-7488, or through the Office of
Academic Planning, 887-7521.

Andres Segovia At Pavilion
Andres Segovia will make only one recital appearance this session for Music Center
Presentations on Sunday, Januaury 27, at 8:30 p.m. in the Pavilion.
Repertory for the guitarist will be announced as soon as it is received from Madrid.
Prices this season are $12, $10, $9 and $8, and mail orders to the Music Center Ticket Of
fice are now being accepted at 135 N. Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90012

eludes such things as parking in well lit areas
and always making sure that there is enough
gas in the car.
College Pr^tce Officer Pam Stewart also
talked of what can be done in the area of
prevention awareness. On this campus, she
pointed out, the po&ce provide an escort ser
vice and will be very happy to respond to
any call for assistance.
Insights into how rape was handled by law
enforcement agencies and the courts were
provided by Detective Peggy Williams of the
San Bernardino Sheriffs Office. Williams
talked of what the victim could expect to go
through and what the rapist could bi.char^
ed with.
Members of the audience ,called WtUiams'
graphic description of what a rape victim
goes through very realistic. WiUiants used
very frank language in her step by step ex
planation of what the rape victim must go
through, including a physical exam and a
session with a deputy district attorney to
make sure the victim can hold up under
cross-examination during the trial.
Williams also explained how a rape
suspect might be charged with several
crimes, and eventually convicted of
something other than rape. For instance.
Williams also explained how a tape
suspect might be charged with several
crimes, and eventually convicted of
something other than rape. For instance.
Williams explained, if a rapist breaks into the
victim's house and then forceably takes her
somewhere else, he could be charged with
breaking and entering and kidnapping, in
addition to whatever sex crimes he may
commit. In that case. Williams said, the D A.
would probably plea-bargain down to one
charge of breaking and entering, since that is
the crime that would carry the longest
sentence.
munity support for rape victims.
Dr. Frances Coles. CSCSB Criminal
Justice Coordinator, discussed legislation
relating to rape. One recent change in the
law for instance, prohibits a victim's sexual
history from being mentioned in the trial.
Coles also pointed out how a defendant
does not have to testify, and has the right to
clear the courtroom if he does. The victim.
Coles explained, does not have the same
right.
A panel of representatives from Patton
State hospital discussed the treatment of
mentally disordered sex offenders and
psychological studies of sex offenders.
A question and answer period followed
the presentation.
Activities Advisor Roberta Stathis-Ochoa.
who coordinated the program along with
College Police Officer Chris Gibson, said the
program "went really well" and that she was
"really pleased with it."
Stathis-Ochoa also pointed out how this
program was part of an overall effort to pro
vide rape prevention programs for state
employees. Such programs were mandated
by legislation enacted last year.
Gibson served as moderator for the pro
gram .
The program was sponsored by the
Associated Students. College Police and the
Activities Office.
i

Free Physicals
Physical examinations will be given to
students, faculty, and staff in the Health
Center on Monday, Nov. 26, and Wednes
day, Nov. 28 by CSCSB nursing students.
Appointments can be made by stopping
by the Health Center or calling them at
887-7641

Health Center Open House
The Student Health Center will be having
an Open House on Tuesday. November
27th, from 2 until 4p.m. The Open House is
sponsored by the Associated Students. All
students, faculty and staff are Invited to stop
by. take a tour of our new facility, and have
some refreshments.

THE VILLAGE
IDIOT
by Tomy
Anniversary Issue: What couple lives
together in the Village . . . officially that is,
and has been married for JUST one year as
of last Sunday? CONGRATULATIONS

WAYNE AND BETTY!!!! But did you
plan to have 351 children so soon?
Turkey Note; You should sign the turkey
list by 5 p.m. today if you plan to be in the
Village for Turkey Day Dinner. The Serrano
Village Council (SVC) needs to know who
*v1tt be here so it can be sure everyone has
enou^ to eat.
The SVC win vote today on the allocation
pi* $30 to cover part of the costs for the
Turkey Day fixings. Residents that share in
the dlnT>er are asked to help cover the re
maining costs. The amount will depend of
course on the numter of residents that sign
up and have dinner. It is anticipated to be no
more than $2 per person.
Candy Cane Mall-O-Grams: Morongo
is now selling candy canes. Check the house
doors to see where you can purchase them.
They can include a short note and be sent
anonymously. They will be delivered free of
charge on Friday November 30th to any resi
dent in the Village.
The SVC decided not to sponsor a house
lecorating contest* but encourages residents
o add to the holiday spirit and decorate their
nouses.
Finals Note: The commons will be open
during finals week on Monday and Tuesday
night from 9-10 p.m. They will serve coffee,
tea, donuts, cookies etc. All are supplied free
to Village residents, so take advantage of this
time to take a break from finals.

Cambodian Relief Drive
Continues
The Cambodian Relief Drive, sponsored
by the International Club, is continuing
through this week and will go on until the
end of the quarter.
The club is collecting canned foods (no
freeze dried foods) and is especially in
terested in collecting canned milk. They also
want high protein formula, baby formula,
vitamins, (multi-vitamin and B-1 complexes)
and common medicines such as aspirin.
Collection boxes are located in the Stu
dent Union, the Student Services building,
and the south entrance to the Library
The collected items will be taken to Opera
tion California for shipment overseas
Plans are also being made by the Interna
tional Club for a T-shirt sale to raise money
for a cash contribution to the relief effort.
More details will be published in The
PawPrint as they become available.

Applications For
Sacramento Semester
Applications are now being accepted for
the Sacramento Semester Program for the
Spring of 1980. Persons interested in apply
ing should contact Dr. Carol Goss in the
Political Science Department. The applica
tion deadline is November 28.
Those in the Spring Internships will be
placed in Legislators offices, legislative com
mittees, .party caucauses. lobbyists and
pressure groups, or executive, administrative
and judicial agencies.
Participants spend a minimum of 25 hours
a week in their internships, for which they
receive six units of semester credit. They are
also enrolled in a six unit seminar on state
government.
,9|c:|e:fe:ie:icHc9|c^
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Drama

EDITORIAL

Auditions Being Held For
inter Quarter Productions
by Dawna Gregory

Art Editorial

Photo Was Not Sexist

Though now in my second year as a PaiuPnnt assistant editor, this is
my first editorial, prompted by one reader's response to a photo of me in
our first issue of the academic year.
The photo appeared on the inside of the front cover, as a lead-in to the
feature stories I had written. One story was an interview with
underground cartoonist Dan O'Neill, the other an interview with dim
Shooter. Editor-in-Chief with Marvel Comics.
These exclusive interviews were conducted at the San Diego Comics
Convention last August, and 1 was unable to take a photographer along
with me. Motivated by the need for some kind of photo to accompany the
stories. I thought of a photo of someone wearing comic books, captioned
"What's behind the comics? See Pages
Furthermore 1 decided to
name the photographer as "Peter Parker" — the news photographer who
conceals his identity as Spiderman in the famous Marvel comic.
Wally, PawPrint's Editor-in-Chief, went for the idea (though he didn't
understand the play-on wording right away), and 1 modelled for the
photo, mainly because I didn't want to hassle with finding someone else to
do it,
The articles and the photo seemed to go over well. The on/y negative
reaction to the photo (that I know of) came a few weeks after the issue appeared. A Dr. Maya Lee of San Bernardino sent back a clipping of it. on
which she had red felt-penned "This is sexist and an insult to women."
I was amused — and surprised. Except for my face and a tempting view
of my neck and shoulders, the photo was not at all revealing, (This was
not because I'm ashamed of my body — photos taken that did show some
cleavage simply weren't clear enough to print).
Furthermore. 1 thought the humorous intent was obvious. No one com
plained of sexism when Bruce Jeter, our A.S. Vice-President, appeared
in the PawPrtnt's first and only,centerfold last spring (Before you new. .
students frantically search for back-issues, let me mention that a substan
tial non-'see-thru' PawPrint symbol served as a fig leaf).
Obviously, women have been victimized as brainless sex objects far
more than men, but there is another side to the coin; Of course no one
wants to be perceived as only a body, but who wants to be perceived as a
mind only, devoid of a physical and sexual dimension? While personality
and mentality are of far more significance than physical attributes, the
physical aspect of one's being is still important.
Unfortunately, for a long time society has intended to de-sex intelligent
women, as if to make them pay for possessing such a "male" quality.
And some women unwittingly seem to move toward the de-sexing of
women in the name of stamping out exploitation.
1 don't like to see arn/one treated as a mindless body, and I agree that
there is still much to be done in the way of improving attitudes towards
women so that women can finally take their rightful, equal place in socie
ty.
But I don't believe a healthy answer lies in the eradication of all sexual
images of women.
A worthy cause is a worthy cause, but to what extent can one let it dic
tate one's thought and action? You don't see the gay rights movement ad
vocating unplugging appliances and boycotting pencil sharpeners in pro
test of imagery that implies heterosexuality is the only viable lifestyle.
Overzealous behaviour is not only unpractical, it sadly narrows one's
outlook and can prevent a person from becoming con>fortable with his or
her complete identity. Furthermore, it can destroy one's sense of humor
by distorting one's perspectives as to what should be taken seriously and
what should not.

;

Jana Ondrechen, Art Editor

ENTRY FORM
Christmas Art Sale
Sponsored by the Art Club
Dec. 3, 4, and 5 at 10 a.m.-6 p.m., CSCSB Student Union
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
TYPE OF WORK:
MEDIA:
Form must be returned by Nov. 28, 1979, to the Art Department Office. FA 102. The Art
Club will retain 15 percent of all sales. The Art Club reserves the right to reject unsuitable
work.

SIGNATURE:.

The Theatre Arts Dejaartment will be
[working on two main productions next
[quarter: "The Robber Bridegroom", a
musical and "Living Together", a comedy.
The Music and Theatre Departments will
I be combining their resources to produce
"The Robber Bridegroom", a blue-grass
musical. Dr. Amanda Sue Rudisill (Theatre
Arts), and Dr. Loren Filbeck (Music) are the
I two directors for the production and a pro
fessional choreographer will be hired to in
struct in dancing.
The action for "The Robber Bridegroom"
takes place around Rodney. Mississippi and
has a "blue grass" Americana flavor. The
time of action is somewhere be.tween the
Modem era and 1795. The characters are
the residents of Rodney, telling their own
ancestral story, the history of their town.
There are 10 major roles (5 male, 5
female) and a chorus of 16 will be cast.
Auditions for the winter Musical will be
held Monday. November 26 and Tuesday,
November 27 at 7-10 p.m. in the Creative
Arts Theatre. If you can carry a tune, can af
ford the extensive time commitment, and
want to perform — come to auditions.
Scripts, vocal score, rehearsal schedules and
audition guidelines are available in the
Theatre Arts/Music Department Office, CA
175. The audition guidelines are meant to
help you prepare, not scare you If you are
unable to prepare a song for auditions, but
want to be in the musical, come to auditions
anyhow: a large chorus must be cast.
Alsa
Together" one of the Norman Conquests by
Alan Ayckbourn. "Living Together", an
English comedy, will be directed by Theatre
Arts Senior Jeff Hubbard.
Auditions for "Living Together" will be
held Thursday. November 29 and Friday
November ,T() from 7-10 p.m. in the

Creative Arts Theatre. Students wishing to
audition are expected to read the play, be
familiar with characters of interest and
^prepare a scene which includes, that
character or characters. It is not required to
attend both audition times for "Living
Together", butjt would adl^fentageous.
Scripts are available at the Reserve desk in
the Library and audition guidelines are
posted in the Creative Arts building,
Characters in "Living Together" are Nor
man. 35. a "flake" who creates conflict
through his glibness and wit, and makes "the
move" on all three women in the play, not
because of any biological urges, but for the
thrill of the chase, i.e.: the conquest.
Through years of living and caring for
"Mother'. Annie, age 30. has developed a
spinster-like attitude.. Though honest, she is
capable of rage.
Tom., age 32, who is a Veterinarian,
knows nothing atoiit Mortal tact, tends to be
dim and helpless but has a heart.
The stereotypical picture of motherhood.
Sarah, age .36. constantly hassles everyone
to be prim and proper. She picks at the fami
ly to keep together while insisting on creating
chaos.
Reg. (the husband of Sarah), age 38. is
gregarious, and affable, has a quick wit and
is out only to have a relaxing weekend.
Ruth. (Normans wife), age 37. is a profes
sional woman by need and has grown slight
ly cynical from chasing Norman around for
years. She is not fond of family members.
"Living Together" and "The Robber
Bridegroom" are both delightful pieces
which should be enjoyable to actors and au
dience.
Auditifjns are open to all students at
CSCSB who are enrolled in 12 units during
winter quarter.

! Music

Two College Band Concert
The Wind Ensemble will be joined by
musicians from San Bernardino Valley Col
lege for the first performance of the Inland
Empire College Bands Wednesday, Nov.
28.

The program will begm at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Creative Arts Building.
Students and community members are invited to attend at no charge.
Cal State's 23-member Wind Ensemble
will begin the program with "Three Marches"
by Ernest Krenek. the well-known Austrian
composer now living in Palm Springs.
"Elizabeth's Prayer" from Richard
Wagner s Tannhauser" will feature Carol
Woodruff as the soprano soloist. Mrs.
Woodruff is a senior musij education major
from Highland.
Selections from Kurt Weill's "Little Three
Penny Music," will include the popular
"Mad the Knife."
Both groups will perform together during
the second half of the concert. Under the
directionof Keating Johnson, director of
bands, and Paul Kardos, director of bands
for Valley College, the ensembles will play
selections ranging from concert marches to a
medley of Broadway musicals.
Members of the Wind Ensemble include:
Jennifer Franklin, Vikki Vaughan, Joan
Cochran. Dave Flat!, Jeanette Powdrell,
Craig Hymer, Bill Brock. Steve Snow and
Mike Kravitz, all of San Bernardino;

Salli Quinlan. Tim Garvin. Connie
Tarango. John Dietrich and Paul Walcker,
all of Riverside:
Jayne Close of Vucaipa, Judy Johansen
of Redlands. Pat Sicben of San Jacinto.
Mike Chandlere and Jim Jones of Highland;
Clyde Parker of Rialto, Randy Lee of Apple
Valley. Trade Monroe of Twentynine Palms,
and Karen Hamelin of Hanson. MA.
The Valley College musicians include:
Cindy Bell, Jane Cochran. Reggie Hayes.
Nanette Ramos, Kathryn Van Compel.
Jeanie Edmiston, Jodie DuChaine.
Veronica Flores and Vine mt Giglio, all of
San Bernardino;
Sharon Bogan. Twin Peaks; Art Mino,
Loma Linda; Anita Haag, Redlands, Jerome
Randalls, Rialto; Edward Barron and Henry
Lozano, Coiton; Bruce Rubio, Lake Ar
rowhead, Paul Harris, Thomas Miller and
Caren Nece, Highland; Marke Home,
Bloomington; and Greg Grimrp, Crestline;
Cindy Crowthers, Tonya Putney, Laura
Vasquez, Lorraine Kardos, Maria Rivera,
George Auguilar, James Gorman, David
Jaramillo, Jim Secrist, Dave Aul, Jon Aul,
James Bruner, Dion Martin, Mike Belicki, no
address available.

Sports Trivia Test
*
*

by John Flathers. Terri Calloway, Mike Ciirtiss. Klrt Melvin
1. Which school has played at the Rose Bowl the most times?
A. use
B.UCLA
C.Michigan
D.Ohio State
E. Northwestern
F. Gal Tech
2. Which city did the Rams move to L.A. from?
p. Cininatti
A. Chicago
B. Atlanta
C. Cleveland
3. Who was the only World Series M.V.P. on a losing team:'
D. Honus Wagner
A. Jackie Robinson
B. Bobby Richardson
C. Yogi Berra
4. Who is the only pitcher to pitch a World Series no-hitter?
D. Johnny Podres
A. Don Larsen
B. Sandy Koufax
C.Bob Gibson
5. Who was the first person to win an Intramural Blue-Max T-Shirt?
A. Kathy Jackson
B. IvanGlasco
C.Val Devlin
D, Anthony Duncan
E. Terri Calloway
Sonja Jackson
6. Who is the only player to be killed in a major league baseball game and who was the
pitcher?
C. George Sisler
HITTER - A. Ray Chapman
B. Tony CaligniaroC. Knap Wallis
PITCHER - A. Tom Berry
B, Carl Mays
7. The Packers won the first Super Bowl. Who did they beat?
D. Kansas City Chiefs
A. New York Jets
B. Miami Dolphins
C. Oakland Raiders
8. What did the New York Yankees do in 1966 that they hadn't done in 54 years?
9. Who. in 1963, established a record for golf earnings but did not win a single national
championship?
A. JackNickalas
B. Arnold Palmer
C.J .C.Sneed
D, LecTrevino
10. What was the Houston Astros original nickname?
A. Six-Shooters
B. Mustangs
C. Spurs
D, Colt 45 s
11. Who was the first American to win a Grand Prix Worjd Championship?
12. Who did Muhammed Ali win his first heavyweight championship from?
13. Where did the Kansas City Chiefs originate and what was their nickname?
A. Kansas City Chiefs
B. Memphis Rebels
C. Dallas Texans
D. Omaha Steers
14. Which horse won the first Triple Crown of horse racing:'
A Man-O-War
B. Sea Biscuit
C. Citation
D. Sir Barton
15. What is the longest winning streak in sports history?
A. Oklahoma Soorers - Football
B. UCLA Bruins - College Basketball
C. Cincinatti Redstockings - Baseball
D. Los Angeles Lakers - Pro Basketball

*
*

*
*

This Week In Intramurals

•

TIME & PLACEJ

ACTIVITIES

• DATE

No intramural activity
Men's 3:3 Basketball
Turkey Trot Dinner
Women's 3:3 Basketball
Happy Thanksgiving
Free Throw Contest

^Mon., Nov. 19
.^Tucs., Nov. 20

*
Jwed., Nov. 21
•#Thur., Nov. 22
*C0M1NG
NOV. 26—
Rooming UP
up nov

Who Cares? 34??
by John Hathers
In the first round of six person football
playoffs, the fourth place Who Cares? com
pletely surprised the Cal State Browns by
scoring 34 points on them. The Browns
scored 56 to win the game but the spotlight
belonged to Who Cares? They wasted no
time and came out throwing bombs to
receivers who seemed to have glue on their
hands. A better offensive game was not
played the entire season. Both teams are to
be commended on the high spirit of play.
In other playoff games the high spirited
Badger Bullet defense stopped Shandin
Crazyhouse twice within their own twenty
and allowed only 6 first half points. The re
juvenated Shandin was just as stingy allow
ing no points, intercepting five passes, and
sacking the Badger Quarterback four times.
The final score was 38-0. Tokay Goon
Squad handed the Crusaders another loss,
64-0. but the Crusaders played their
characteristically high spirited ball. Also the
Red Brigade could not stand up against the
Pokers. The Brigade scored 14 points and
played hard but the Pokers wore them down
while scoring 50 points. In the semi-finals
Shandin meets the Browns, and the Pokers
meet Tokay.

3-5 p.m. Gym
5-6 p.m. Commons
3 p.m. Gym
3-5
p.m. Gym
d-o p.m.
uym

by John Flathers
Waterman's house championship was
decided convincingly when Waterman
Plumbers beat Lethal Dose 38-0. Lethal
Dose played well but were just outgunned by
Waterman.
Village People beat the Frosh Commuters
34-0 to advance to the semi-finals. The
Frosh played well all season and should be
strong next year as the Soph's.
The Moochers outlasted ' Shandin to
eliminate them from playoff contention.
30-14. The Moochers stayed one step ahead
of Shandin who just couldn't handle the
Moocher defense who made their own
breaks.
In the only other scheduled game the
M&M's forfeited to A-Tokay.

Evening Students

Escorts Available
College Police

t

887-7555

JOB FAIR
OVER 250

CHRISTMAS JOBS
AVAILABLE IN SAN BERNARDINO

VISIT THE PLACEMENT CENTER SS-116
OR

SEE US OUTSIDE THE COMMONS FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

TUESDAY 10 A.M.-2 P.M., NOVEMBER 27TH

nVherc^c the ban?*

NEED CREDIT?

SEND FOR

THE CREDIT GAME
"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in

Too young to borrow?
New in town/no references?
Erase bad debt records
Skip bills without ruining credit
Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
Information on upxJated credit laws and legislation
Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts

Send Check or
Money Order to

SOLVE ALL

'minimum payments'? With this'book' you will learn how

THESE

to make the S300 billion credit industry jump at your

CREDIT

command."

ONLY $5.95

PROBLEMS

( N . Y residiim-3Cld 8 - 0 S j l e s Tox>

with
THE CREDIT GAME

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO

303 5TH AVE.
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK, NY 10016

for

Enclosed is S
Name
Address^.. City

*

Waterman, Village
People, Moochers
Win Playoff Contests

call
aX*

»
*
*
*
*
*
*

State.
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

Books

2ip_

Join R.LP.

Next Quarter!!

******•****************.
10 Teams
Compete In
Budweiser
Supersports

«vVo*^

V«

A

6J1CVC10

Dune Ease took first in four events and se
cond in one to capture the Budweiser Super
Sports team title. The teams competed in
volleyball, round of bud (a game similar to
horse), frisbee relay, obstacle course. 880
yard relay, and tug of war. Each team con
sisted of four men and four women.
Dune Ease won volleyball, frisbee relay,
obstacle course, and the 880 relay to place
first with 72 points. The PH-ers came in se
cond with 39 points: A-Tokay won the tug of
war and placed third with 33; the Suds were
fourth with 30; Cal State BSU took round of
bud and placed fifth with 24; Budder Half
was sixth with 18 and tied with Torrowhead
also with 18. Lots-A-Luck Badger compiled
^.12 points to
ninth with 6. and Shandin Crazyhouse
received honorable mention and tenth
place.
,
All participants received T-shirts and
frisbees. Everyone had a great time and a
high level of enthusiasm was displayed
throughout the day.
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Thursday-Cai-State Nite

E Street ••
Pitcher of Beer: $1.25
Hot Dogs: .30

GRAND OPENING
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Famous Burgers — Fireside Lounge — Chilf
Pool Tabids — PInball — Games
Party Keg Beer Available with Dispenser
And Wine to Go.

Win a
Raleigh Record 10 speed
or
Rampar R-IO Tuff BMX

s9

12 noon
' Dec, 15 1979

Visa

Where your friends meet

Register Now ! •

^<9
Mastercharge

To enter drawing return this entry blank to
Inland Bicvcie Center, 599 Inland Center Dr.. San Bernardino

Your Hosts: Bill and Mareia
M2 Kendall Dr.
M3-4317

EARN nOO MONTH

WITH NO

EFFORT AND U T T L E B O T H E R ! !

PIONEER PLASMA CENTER
Just Donate Plasma & Help Others
& Eorn At The Same Time.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR MORE INFORMATION
Adress
City

586 W. 6th St. San Bernardino
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Earhart and S.T.P. & N
In Rematch
by Robert Abraham
What was supposed to be a playoff game
resulted in a forfeit this week for Girls 3-3
Basketball. The Zip Ah Dee Doo Dahs
unhappily forfeited their playoff game
against S.T.P. & N. because of a player In
jury as well as a work commitment for
another player.
S.T.P. & N. will be pitted against Amelia
Earhart for the championship game, Wed
nesday, November 21, at 3;00 in the gym.
These two teams fought for the champion
ship last year and Amelia Earhart won the
crown.
Look for the Earharts to win their second
crown but S.T.P. & N. could pull an upset if
they play their best game possible.

Oldies Widen First
Place Gap
by Russ Castle
In open league basketball play Mabels
Men forfeited to Mojave Jazz moving them
into a sole ownership of third place and
moving Mabels Men into fourth place. Oldies
But Goodies remained in first place and the
Dominators in second. At the end of this
week's play, the standings looked like this:

Won Lost
Oldies But Goodies
Dominators ,
Mojave Jazz
Mabels Men

'

16
11
6
3

2
7
12
15

Basketball Playoffs
In Full Swing
by Russ Castle
Turkish DeTight, the Misfits, B-Bombers and
the Nightmovtfs all won their respective
gamesThe closest game was between Turkish
Delight and Wil's Team going the full three
games. Al Abidin put in an excellent perfor
mance for Turkish Delight and Rick Jager for
Wil's Team.
In other playoff competition, the Misfits
_took two games over the Barking Turkeys.
11-9 and 11-6. and the B-Bombers took two
over the Rim Jammers. 11 8 and 11-9.
In the only mismatch of the day. the
Nightmoves took two games against the
Badger Bullets. 11-4 and 11-2. The
Nightmoves, led by James Williams and
Madardo Gomez, did an outstanding job.
Whereas Brian Johnson and Dan Karpulsky
of the Badger Bullets played excellent ball,
but to no avail.
Next week's playoff action has the Turkish
Delight, Misfits. B-Bombers and the
Nightmoves all striving for the champion
ship. Wil's Team, Barking Turkeys, Rim
Jammers and Badger Bullets all going for the
consolation title.
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CALENDAR
TUESDAY, November 20
U.S. Marine Recruiter, 10 to 2, South Side Library
Christian Life Club, 12-1 p.m. SUMP Mtg. Rm. A.
Sociology Club, 12 to 1, S.U. Mtg. Rm. B.
Serrano Village Council, 5>6 p.m., Commons-125
A.S. Boiurd of Directors, 5 to 6, S.U. Senate Chambers
Votteyball Club, 6:45-8:30 p.m.. Gym

WEDNESDAY, November 21
Hillel Organizational Meeting, 12 to 1, C-104
MEChA, 12 to 1 p.m.. LC-204
Chamber Music, 12 to 1, CA Recital Hall
Gay Student Union, 12 to 1, S.U. Senate Chambers
Accounting Association, 12 to 1, S.U. Mtg. Rms. A & B.
Phi Chi, 12 to 1 p.m.. BI.321
Players of the Pear Garden, 12 to 1 p.m., CA Make-Up Rm.
Art Club, 12 to 1, Speaker: Julius Kaplan, SUMP
AS Rules Committee, 4 to 5, S.U. Senate Chambers
CSCSB R.N.'s, 5:30 to 6:30, S.U. Senate Chambers.
Acrobatics Club, 6:30-8 p.m.. Gym
Grupo de Danza Folklorico, 8 to 10, SUMP

THURSDAY, November 22
Thanksgiving Holiday

FRIDAY, Nov. 23
Thanksgiving Holiday
BSU Dance, 9 to 2. SUMP

MONDAY, November 26
Serrano Village Food Committee, 5 to 6, C-125
Acrobatics Club, 6:30 to 8, Gym

TUESDAY, November 27
Christian Life Club, 12 to 1 p.m., S.U. Mtg. Rm. A
Health Center Open House, 2 to 4, Health Center
Serrano Village Council, 5 to 6 p.m., C-125
Volleyball Club, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.. Gym

FRANKLY SPEAKING... .by phi! frank

CLASSIFIEDS

PART TIME JOBS
The following jobs are available at the
time the PawPrint goes to press and are
off campus unless otherwise indicated.
For more information, please contact the
Career Plannirig anil Placement Center,

SS-116.

QUAUTY CONTROL MONITOR: Students

needed two days per week (probably
Wednesday and Thursday) for four hours
per day to call people and see if they
received advertising materials. No selling
and salary is $3.55 an hour. No. 194
CASHIER: Student with cashiering ex
perience needed 17-20 hours per week on
weekends and in the evening. Salary Is
$3.25-$3.50 an hour to start. No. 193.
ACCOUNTINQ TRAINEE: Accounting stu
dent who is a good typist and can use a 10
key adding machine is needed In an ac
counting firm. Work would be in the after
noons on Monday through Friday. Pay is
$5 an hour. No. 192.
TUTORS: Tutors needed in high school
physics, reading and English, You can
work out the hours, and the pay is general
ly $5 an hour.
The Red Brigade called at 7:30
p.m. 11/13/79. They claimed respon
sibility for the Atomic Biast in South
Africa. They were aiming for Wash
ington, D.C. and missed. They are in
line now. They also reported being
"upset" and being connected with
the Red Brigade Footbail Team.
TUNNEL RAM CHEVY $200 or best
offer
TWO DISH MAGS 14>(7 For Ford or
Chrysler $20
BLACK TARP for a mini pickup
truck snap on $60 or best offer. Call
887-7423 and ask for Kim Nelson,
Is there not one thing in your life
which is worth losing everything for?
The Wind and the Lion
INTERESTED IN TRADITIONAL
JUDAISM? Call 882-0723 any day
except Saturday. Cal State Stu
dent interested in hosting weekly
informal get-togethers.

WANTED TO BUY — good used car.
statioDwagon (would consider van or
small truck) — must be mechanically
sound & be checked out by my
mechanic: WH! take over payments if
necessary. Call Gayle at 684-8218
ANYTIME. If no answer please call
back. You may also leave your name
and number at Victory Press
883-0105. and i will call you back.

TIRED OF BROWN-BAGGING IT?
Try something different at the (Com
mons. Meal Tickets $11 value for
$10. See (Ashler.

PRIVATE PARTY NEEDS TO BUY
furniture & refrigerator and other
household appliances. Will give them
the same good care you did!
Call Gayle at 684-8218. ANYTIME or
leave name and number for me to
return cdl at Victory Press. 883-0105.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR
PRESENT FINANCIAL SITUATION?
Most students aren't. I have just
come upon an excellent opportunity
for earning extra income in just a few
hours a week. I am looking for fellow
students who will work with me on
this fantastic idea. Please call
882-8440.
Congress shall make no law . . .
abridging the freedom of speech
, . or of the press; or of the right of
the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for a
redress of grievance.
LOST: Black Music Folder contain
ing contrabass sheet music. Call
886-2793 or contact Music Depart
ment — Reward
PERSON NEEDED TO CARPOOL
from Rediands to CSCSB area
(North-Park School). Must arrive by 8
and leave between 3-5. M-F. CAII D.
Machoul, 886-5287. 8-3 M-F.
Intramurals Dept. needs offieieis
for games. Contact Intramural office
in Gym. $3.28 per hour. Will Train.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE FOR
Rent: Cute, 1 bedroom with extra
room; stove, carpets, drapes incl.
Carport, and small yard. $225 plus
electricity; $100 security deposit.
Close to Cal State; call 886-5908
after 5 on weekdays and all day on
weekends.
"And to think that it all started over a
glass of milk." — A.J. Beechko

I WILL SHARE EXPENSES with so
meone driving to San Diego for the
Thanksgiving Holiday. One way or
both. Prefer non-smoker. Prefer to
leave Wednesday. Contact Marty
at 887-9207.
The following part-time jobs are
available through the Financial

Aids Office:
A special program of the City of
San Bernardino needs a job
developer for teenagers.
Olivecrest Group Hom'ea needs
counselors, tutors, and recreation
workers to work with adolescents.
The San Bernardino Boy's Club
needs recreation workers.
These and othe.r jobs are
available for students who qualify
for the Work Study program. Apply
in the Financial Aid Office. SS-143.
If you want steady or extra $:
TYPIST needed tor papers, thesis,
etc. Pay (s open. Call Jack at

Fun Filled

FLEETWOOD MAC. excellent tickets.
Dec. 5 at the Forum. Call Andy,
883-9785. Leave me^ge or try again
if I'm gone.

FREE KITTEN. Landlord out to kill.
Call 882-4063.

"Where do we go"
"To the city"
"it is good"
"What is good"
"it is good to know where one is go
ing."
The Wind and the Lion

LOOKING FOR SHELTER? How
about renting this new two-'bedroom
two-story condo in Fontana, close to
Fwy. 10 with all extras, including kit
chen appliances, washer, dryer, air,
pool, jacuzzis. lighted tennis courts,
and lots of privacy. At $350 per
month, two roommates could make
this a beautiful arrangement! Call (714)
794-5267. after 5 p.m. for details.

AUDITIONING

N O W for lead
vocalist who plays bass guitar or
keyboard. 4 piece group playing classy
gigs (Queen Mary, etc.) Good money,
mostly weekends, prospect needs good
stage prresence. Call Ellen Manka,
883-7807, for audition time. Pearly
Roads Band.

Wanted. Information leading to the
location of the phantom group of
students the administration always
confers with before making a deci
sion none of the other students like
Sludftnts Needed for phone or door
to door work registering people for
the Libertarian Party. 884-1419 or
797-4919.
Private party wishes to buy a
reasonably priced Model A Ford in
restorable condition. Contact Joe
Labita at 797-8908 or leave
message.

typing — done in

my home on an
IBM selectric. Pick-up and deliver
Reasonable rates. Call (1)
338-2490.
Wanted. Cheaple car imported for
college kid. Call James at 883-6558

Experienced Typist
To type your Term Papers,
Reports, Essays, etc.

Reasonable Rates
Call Loraine at

68-24411.

864-3452 or 864-3792

House trailer for sale, all set up in
San Bernardino Park. $4800.
Space $65/mo. Call 783-2756.

©COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES-BOX9411-BERKELEY. OA 94709

Children's
Film Festival

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Weekday
afternoons in home, 12:30 til! 5 p.m.
Located on bus route. Please call even
ings or weekends 883-7215.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
Will be glad to type your college
papers, theses, resumes, etc.
accurately and on time.
Call : 886-2509 (between 10 P. 2)
886-6262 (other times)
MRS. SMITH

Day of
Crafts
and Movies

11 to 5
Saturday, Dec. 1
50 cent donation per child
sponsored by AS Activities and Child Care Center

Financial Aid Is Still Available!
The Buck Starts Here

$ — Apply Now — $
Applications Available

in

Financial Aid Office

SS-143

